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"The Aboriginal  
version of Ken Done..." 
Banal Aboriginality in 
Australia 
 
This writing explores the ways in which representations of blackness in Australia are 
quite specific to that country.  Antipodean images of black Australians are limited in 
particular ways, influenced by traditions, and forming genealogies quite peculiar to 
that country.  In particular, histories of blackness in Australia are quite different that 
in America.  The generic alignments, the 'available discourses' on blackness (Muecke, 
1982) form quite distinct topographies, masses and lacunae, distributed differently in 
the two continents. 
It is in these gaps, the differences between the countries — in the space between Sale 
of the Century in Australia and You Bet Your Life in the USA — that this article 
discusses the place of fatality in Australian images of the Aboriginal. 
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Some terms:  Fatality and Banality 
The use of provincial terminology in cultural theory risks falling into one of two 
unhelpful rhetorical strategies.  The first of these is that identified by David Bordwell: 
the invocation of respected names as guarantors of arguments:  QUOTE, FIND 
ARTICLE, ADVENTURES/HIGHLAND.  The second danger is of using 
terminology as jargon, more as a means of proclaiming belonging than a way of 
communicating semantic information. 
However, it is also possible to appropriate the vocabulary of canonical writers with 
the hope that knowledge of a term's provenance will deepen the meanings which 
attach to it; meanings that would not otherwise be obvious.  It is for this reason that 
the first part of this work involves an invocation of Baudrillard's critical vocabulary. 
One of Baudrillard's projects in his writing has been to problematicise often simplistic 
histories of society and of representation.  In one example, he suggests that cultural 
theories which insist on the idea that oppressed groups have been denied full 
subjectivity — have indeed suffered a process of objectification — is wrongheaded.  
Baudrillard suggests, that indeed, in modern society, objects may be in a more 
powerful situation than are subjects. 
As one of the moves in this project of complicating subject/object relations, 
Baudrillard introduces the terms 'fatality' and 'banality'.   The ideas of 'fatal seduction' 
and 'banal XXXX' (check MORRIS IN LOGICS OF TELEVISION, STATE 
LIBRARY enable this reversal to be carried out with some elegance.  The meanings 
of the terms can be most easily drawn out by illustrating the structures they support as 
poles of a series of dichotomies.  The fatal is  'pure event' (Baudrillard, 1990: 72): the 
banal is the experience of the everyday.  As Meaghan Morris glosses the terms, the 
structure they sustain 'establishes a tension between everyday life and catastrophic 
events... the exhilerating and the frightful, the emancipatory and the terroristic'  
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(Morris, 1990: 14, 19).  To attempt to articulate the full force of these antonyms, it 
seems to me be necessary to turn to a basis in meaning.  Banal experiences are part of 
a flow.  They are undifferentiated, meaningless.  They demand nothing — except 
perhaps the question, So what?  Ultimately, they are controlled: overseen: in no way 
dangerous.   
By contrast, there stands the fatal: a concept which invokes the ideal — the fatal is 
meaningful; different and differentiated; it is dangerous and unique; it must somehow 
stand out in the flow of ('everyday') existence.   
 
Fatal histories 
These terms are introduced, as suggested above, in order to render obvious  links and 
articulations which might otherwise remain invisible:  for, when a history is drawn of 
Aboriginal representation in Australia, most of the images that will be discussed are, 
in various ways, fatal.  When this term is understood in Baudrillard's sense, it 
provides a way of describing and explaining the variety of images that form the 
genealogy of Aboriginal representation:  simultaneously making clear those areas 
which remain barren.  Employing the idea of fatality in this context makes obvious 
areas of Australian culture which have been associated with the Aboriginal; as well as 
the places where it has yet to be allowed full access. 
 
Fatal Aboriginal Identity 1 — literal fatality 
Representations of Aboriginality in Australia have been consistently fatal.  In the first 
place, this is true in a literal sense.  Andrew Lattas has analyzed early newspaper 
accounts of the Aboriginal in Australia.  As he makes clear, in the nineteenth century, 
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the 'available discourses' of the Aboriginal suggest a (literally) fatal set of meanings 
attaching to the indigene: 
After having killed Thomas Taylor, The Monitor (24 December 1826) reports that a 
party of natives went to the hut of Sherwin, 'which they plundered of everything 
serviceable to them, and in order to enable his "jin" to carry his portion of the booty, 
one of the men very deliberately took his infant child from the women, and, holding it 
by the heels, with the head downwards, struck it against a tree by which its brains were 
literally dashed out, and the bark of the tree became smeared with blood' (Lattas, 1987:  
42) 
Lattas suggests that the enabling discourse of Aboriginality in the nineteenth century 
settler press was an 'iconography of evil' (42).  Such a system of images presents 
Aborigines as literally fatal: associated with not only death, but viciousness, 
savagery, cannibalism — everything that is expelled from white society as being too 
corporeal (43). 
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Such an 'iconography of evil' can be traced as it moves into early cinema: and the 
recurring image of the hostile, tribal Aborigine it engenders may again be fairly 
described as a fatal — a dangerous, a threatening — Aboriginality.  Indeed, this 
seems to be the most common narrative role taken up by Aboriginal characters in the 
early Australian cinema — whether it be the massed hordes of The Birth of White 
Australia (Walsh, 1928), the kidnappers of Caloola, or the Adventures of a Jackeroo 
(Rolfe, 1911), or the warriors performing their primitive corroboree in The Kingdom 
of Twilight (MacDonald, 1929)1.  Such a (literally) fatal Aboriginality is not restricted 
to the distant history of Australian Aboriginal representation:  similar treatments are 
to be found recurring in Australia's cinematic representation of the Aboriginal to the 
present time.  Aboriginal people  kill (themselves or others) in many more recent 
Australian films across the decades.  Reciting even the best known films of the 
Aboriginal confirms this point — Aboriginal fatality in Australian films occurs 
inJedda  (Chauvel, 1955), The Last Wave, (Weir, 1977) Walkabout (Roeg, 1971), 
Bitter Springs, (Smart, 1950) The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith (Schepisi, 1978)The 
Fringe Dwellers (Beresford, 1986), Blackfellas (Ricketson, 1993) and Kadaicha 
(Bogle, 1988).  If it be suspected that this Aboriginality may be less threatening than 
the chanting tribes of silent cinema, consider the case of The Naked Country (West, 
1985).  This film presents a particularly vicious portrait of Aboriginal fatality, 
including an Aboriginal man murdering a white man by spearing him through the 
neck.  In all of these films, Aboriginality is linked with violent death 
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In this, Aboriginal representation may appear to be linked to the images of blackness 
that have been constructed of African Americans (FIND FROM BOGLE, PINES, 
CRIPPS).  However, the potency of Baudrillard's fatality is that it makes clear the 
relevance of other strands in Australia's representation of the Aboriginal.  For 
Aboriginality in Australia is a central part of the culture's identity in a way that is not 
true of the American situation.  As Bob Hodge and Vijay Mishra suggest, Australia's 
'bastard complex' means that searches for cultural legitimacy have often turned to the 
indigenous inhabitants of the continent (Hodge and Mishra, 1990: 23 - 27).  Whereas 
the American economy was built on the bodies of African Americans, the Australian 
imaginary relies rather on the spiritual wealth of the continent's indigenous 
inhabitants. 
 
Fatal Aboriginal Identity 2 — Baudrillardian metaphor 
This leads to the second dominant strand in Australian representation of the 
Aboriginal:  the necessary spirituality of the continent's indigenous inhabitants.  In 
Baudrillard's sense, it is similarly possible to describe as 'fatal' the insistence on 
Aboriginality in Australia as an intensely spiritual quality.  When Gillian Cowlishaw 
identifies as the 'dominant images' of the Aboriginal, 'savages, noble or ignoble' 
(Cowlishaw, 1988:  87), the former is no less fatal than the latter; for the 
meaningfulness of the Aboriginal mystic is 'fatal' as much as is the muderous intent of 
the ignoble savage.  Aboriginal spirituality in this model is ideal and transcendent, 
existing beyond the banal, humdrum existence of everyday (white) life: it is this 
process which Andrew Lattas has described as the 'romanticisation of Aboriginal 
culture as the ancient spirituality which the West has lost'  (Lattas, 1990-1991:  284). 
In the Body-Shop-eighties and nineties, aboriginal groups around the world have 
been inscribed into a series of discourses of native meaningfulness.  Parodies of these 
discourses are more easily pointed to than examples of themselves.  In the film All of 
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Me (Reiner, 1984), for example, the African gravestone which is purchased by Steve 
Martin's girlfriend stands as an example of this fetishisation of the ethnic; in 
Absolutely Fabulous (BBC, 1993), the trend is represented by the obsession of 
Edwina with anything from a culture other than her own; and in the work of the 
comedy group Fascinating Aida, it appears in assertions about the trendiness of third 
world style food.   
Immediately visible aspects of the movement would include the popularity of Gaia 
concepts in the late eighties and early nineties, where the earth once again becomes a 
goddess and nature is linked directly to spirituality. In some strains of environmental 
discourses, the natives must take their place, inscribed as innately linked to the 
natural, able to understand and to live with mother earth.  The resurgent popularity of 
Australian Aboriginal art once again points to the desire to discover meaning in 
ethnicity, to open up the plainness of suburban rooms with miniature vistas of the 
spirituality beyond. 
The aim of these trends is to be fatal; it hopes to explain; to transcend; to matter and 
to mean.  The spirituality of aboriginal groups is simply another aspect of the fatal 
Aboriginality which has proven so dominant in Australia's representations of the 
indigene.   
Julie Marcus has written on a wonderful example of this tendency, describing a group 
of American crystal spiritualists, who believe that Uluru (or, in their vocabulary, 
Ayers Rock) is sitting on a giant crystal.  This explains, they claim, just why the 
Aborigines worship it.  In producing this explanation, they write Aboriginal 
spirituality into an (excessively banal) version of the fatal (Marcus, 1988). 
The image of the spiritual Aborigine is similarly a common one, running through 
representations of the Aboriginal in Australian cinema.  The Last Wave, for example, 
presents mystical, magical (and ultimately, unknowable) Aborigines; as does Where 
the Green Ants Dream (Herzog, 1984), with its potently silent  Aboriginal mystics.  
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The vanishing Aborigines of Burke and Wills  (Clifford, 1985)-— they fade gently 
into the desert as the hero watches — present an apotheosis of this trend to present 
Aboriginality as a natural, spiritual part of the landscape. In the film Initiation 
(Deane, 1987), the Aboriginal witch doctor is a strange but wise man, inhabiting an 
entirely inscrutable position in the narrative.  In the example ofThe Right Stuff 
(Kaufman, 1987), the Aboriginal characters of that film are explicitly constructed as 
spiritual and anti-technological: as all of the technology of NASA fails to protect a 
returning space craft, the Aborigines of Australia build a magical fire, whose sparks 
travel high into the stratosphere, enveloping and protecting the vessel.  Another 
interesting set of examples comes in the horror films which have recently formed a 
subcycle of Aboriginal films2.  In these, Aboriginality is often presented as horrific.  
Such a sublime quality, as Will Rockett suggests in his writing on 'the cinema of 
cruelty' is linked to the transcendance of Baudrillard's 'fatal'.   
The usefulness of Baudrillard's terminology, then, is that it makes clear the way in 
which two dominant trends in the representation of Aboriginality — the savage, 
noble and ignoble — are linked in their concern for meaning.  Both the murdering 
Abo of Jimmie Blacksmith and the silent sage of Where the Green Ants Dream are 
fatal figures.   
And, similarly, lacunae begin to emerge: what is lacking in Australia's history of the 
Aboriginal is a space for representations of a banal Aboriginality. 
 
The elusive banal 
In looking for a banal Aboriginality in Australian culture, it is necessary to search 
beyond traditional canons.  One area which proves useful in such a search is the genre 
of daily television game shows.   
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Game shows in Australia are one particularly iterable (everyday — banal) genre.  
Sale of the Century, Family Feud, Wheel of Fortune, The Price of Right and Pot of 
Gold are all scheduled on a daily basis.  This work is interested in what happens to 
Aboriginality when it appears on these games shows.  Unsurprisingly, no history 
exists of this particular Aboriginal presence.  A sketch can quickly be drawn.   
On Sale of the Century, for several episodes in November 1993, an Aboriginal 
contestant called Ted competed, winning at least one episode, and a charming 
diamond bracelet for his wife.  On Wheel of Fortune, 27 August 1994, Ernie Dingo 
(Australia's best-known Aborigine) competed and lost.  Family Feud has featured at 
least three Aboriginal families in recent history.  They appeared in episodes 249, 951 
and 1012 - 1013 of that program.   
Immediately, the difference between Australia's and America's blackness becomes 
clear.  In America, Bill Cosby hosts his own game show.  Black presenters appear on 
talk shows, news programs, all of the manifestations of everyday — banal — 
television.  There is nothing there of the surprise generated in Australia when, in 
1991, an Aboriginal man was chosen to host a new current affairs program.  Every 
one of the television magazines and newspaper articles which covered the 
appointment of Stan Grant to host Real Life focussed on his Aboriginality, often in 
gushing terms like those of Philip McLean: 'At 6.30pm, Grant will secure his own 
piece of Australian television history when he becomes the first Aborigine to anchor 
a national prime-time program' (McLean, 1991).  Such excitement would, one 
suspects, be less comprehensible in modern America.  However, in Australia, where 
Aboriginality has largely been kept from such arenas:  even the paucity of the history 
above must make this difference clear. 
What then is to be done with these examples?  The most relevant point here is that 
these programs — banal in their lack of any claim to meaningfulness, of importance 
or even, everyday in their very nature — these programs allow space for a blackness 
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that has been little seen in Australia.  What can be seen in these is an Aboriginality of 
in-difference, an Aboriginality of similarity .  This is well illustrated in the opening 
rituals of the game shows.  As John Fiske comments, writing on the ways in which 
contestants are positioned by the introductions to game shows: 
[their] individual differences — names, family circumstances, occupations and 
sometimes personal details such as likes and dislikes, hobbies or ambitions — are 
given a ritual recitation that moves them from differentiated individuals to equal 
competitors  (Fiske, 1987: 265) 
This is indeed the trajectory of Aboriginal presence in Sale of the Century and Wheel 
of Fortune.  In the former, each contestant is introduced with a brief, formalized, 
interview.  Pat talks about his golf handicap, and his wish is to get it down.  Amanda 
focuses on her family: her dream is to take the children to Disneyland. When it comes 
to Ted's turn, Glenn Ridge (the presenter) asks him, 'Is it true that you were the first 
Aboriginal headteacher in Victoria?'  Ted makes a modest motion with his hands, and 
nods — Yes, this is true.  In such an introduction, Aboriginality is presented, and 
rendered banal.  It is no longer really different: rather, it is reduced to serving as a 
part of that discourse of trivia which is a feature of each competitor on the program.   
Similarly, Ernie Dingo is introduced on the celebrity version ofWheel of Fortune, by 
a little banter with John Burgess.  'One of the nicest fellows around, Ernie 
Dingo...nice tie'.  'Home grown stuff', says Ernie.  'sort of like the Aboriginal version 
of Ken Done, 'cept ours has got a lot more colour...'  Such an introduction is similar in 
structure to that of Eric Banner from the Australian comedy program Full Frontal - 
'Now you just released a new CD...it's doing OK?', asks John Burgess; and for Lynn 
McGrainger from Home and Away - 'I am a mum in real life.  I do have a wonderful 
house husband, who cooks, cleans'.  All contestants discuss careers, and personal 
trivia.  In these movements, the difference of the contestants is effaced in a series of 
similar statements, each inhabits a position which is rendered equally banal. 
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If difference is indeed effaced in these ways, what 'Aboriginality' is present in these 
programs?  It is stated in blatant labels — 'the Aboriginal version of Ken Done'.   And 
it is also visible in one obvious signifier — an Aboriginality of skin colour.  In their 
ritualised forms, the competitors appear as game show contestants; and thus, entirely 
equal to other game show contestants.  However, in both of their cases, it is also 
consistently visible that they are Aboriginal people.  While their performances may 
not involve those cultural elements which are commonly associated with indigenous 
Australians; they are physically obvious as Aboriginal all the time a viewer can see 
them on the program.   
To return to the logic of difference in the game show, though, what really makes Ted 
and Ernie different from the other contestants is not their skin colour: rather, it is their 
ability to guess phrases; to answer questions; and their luck.  As Fiske says, initially 
rendered identical by the rituals of introduction, it is then the purpose of the game to 
separate them out: under criteria very different from that usually associated with the 
Aboriginal. 
 
Money 
It is not difficult to see that [the structure of the game show] is an enactment of 
capitalistic opportunity.  Individuals are constructed as different but equal in 
opportunity.  Differences of natural ability are discovered, and the reward is upward 
mobility into the realm of social power which 'naturally' brings with it material and 
economic benefits (Fiske, 1987:  266) 
Writing Aborigines into such narratives of individual opportunity results only in 
precisely that demonisation of the working class identified by Jhally and Lewis.  
However, it is useful to note that game shows are a privileged site of wealth and 
consumption; and this is part of constructing an identity of banal Aboriginality.  Ted 
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represents an Aboriginality that wins a 'beautiful art-deco bracelet...eighteen carat 
white gold, set with cut diamonds and baguette sapphires.  It's valued at $15,000, 
from Kaminsky Galleries'.  Ernie presents an Aboriginality in a suit, spinning the 
wheel to earn dollars. 
These, then, are some of the elements of identity which would appear to be banal:  the 
middle-class urban identity is a normative identity against which the working-class 
and poorer groups are effectively Othered (Wood, (1984:  169); education is a 'white' 
achievement which renders Aborigines inauthentic3.  The possession of wealth in 
itself appears to be a white attribute; and the trivia of white culture — game shows 
themselves, and the knowledges upon which they rely — are certainly in no way 
associated with the 'authentic' Aboriginal culture. 
 
 
The inauthenticity of the banal 
These identities which may be described as banal Aboriginality have been 
consistently devalued in Australia, by means of ideas of authenticity, mobilised in 
order to render Aboriginality and banality incommensurable.  This process involves 
not only showing Aborigines in exotic, dangerous and Othered ways, but also 
simultaneously making clear that this is the only correct way in which to represent the 
Aboriginal.  There seems to be little possibility of an Aboriginal identity which is 
urban; which is middle-class; which exhibits some features of white culture — and 
yet remains recognisably Aboriginal.  Andrew Lattas notes the: 
politics of time whereby the "real outback Aborigines" assume the idealised and 
romantic status of an unchanging, authentic past, whilst those Aborigines who have 
moved into European lifestyles are seen to have developed into inferior and less 
authentic selves  (Lattas, 1990-1991:  284).   
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Similarly, Marcia Langton raises these ideas of authenticity, in her discussion of 
Australia's problem with urban Aboriginality: 
Few anthropologists in Australia have studied Aboriginal life in urban contexts, and 
those who have, have failed to challenge the insidious ideology of tribal and 
detribalized Aborigines - the "real" Aborigines and the rest of us  (Langton, 1981:  
16)4 
Deirdre Jordan presents a telling example of the degree to which a white culture can 
understand Aboriginality only as non-similar.  She tells of a Perth magistrate who 
refused to acknowledge the Aboriginality of a man brought before him, because: 
There's no evidence of him living in a native camp, and he apparently lives at a 
normal address in Perth.  I must also take note of his appearance.  He is well dressed 
and well-presented  (quoted, Jordan:  1985:  31) 
Because of these facts, the magistrate decides that the man is not Aboriginal.  As 
Jordan sums up, 'Aborigines lived on reserves, at not-normal addresses, were badly 
dressed, and presented only negative characteristics' (31).  Certain aspects of white 
culture are so incommensurable with a perceived Aboriginal identity that to gain the 
one is to automatically negate the other.   
In the realm of academia, discussion of what constitutes an 'authentic' Aboriginal 
identity have largely involved challenging the terms of such a question5.  Although 
the necessary components of an identity — history, political awareness, cultural 
acceptance — remain in dispute, at least one element of the Aboriginal identity seems 
clear:  sub/urban and middle-class Aboriginal identities do not have the currency, or 
the discursive visibility, of those geographically and culturally-Othered 
representations of the Aboriginal. 
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Superbanal/Superfatal 
What exactly is the potency of this banal Aboriginal identity in Australian culture?  
As suggested in Baudrillard's work, it is possible that if something is insistently 
signalled as fatal — as important, dangerous and meaningful — then those discourses 
of fatality run the risk of becoming banal.  As Meaghan Morris says: 'Superbanality, 
for example, becomes fatal, and a super fatality would be banal' (Morris, 1990:  19). 
Baudrillard's argument may be brought out through examples.  He suggests, for 
example, that metaphor renders language banal.  He illustrates this with a fable, 
wherein the act of reliteralising a courtly metaphor has fatal results (Baudrillard, 
1990: 121).  Similarly, the way in which a consistently fatal representation of 
blackness can easily become banal in its very predictability.  This process can be seen 
the metaphors of blood which now circulate around the Aboriginal.  Andrew Lattas 
writes a piece entitled 'Wiping the blood off Aboriginality'  (1992):  he opens the 
article with a quotation from Frederic Fanon, on black experience:   
I took myself far off from my own presence...What else could it be for me but an 
amputation, an excision, a haemorrhage that splattered my whole body with black 
blood  (Fanon, quoted, Lattas, 1992: 160) 
Fanon's experience of black identity is expressed in powerful metaphorical images.  
But in modern Aboriginal experience, and certainly in settler understanding of 
'Aboriginality', these images are now seen to be no more than figures of speech — no 
longer carrying the literal charge which adhered to the concept of 'blood' in early 
Australian history of Aboriginal-settler contact.  Indeed, the term 'blood' is now 
commonly used in discussions of Aboriginality; it stands for a certain idea of genetic 
inheritance of racial characteristics (Cowlishaw, 1988; Hollinsworth, 1992).  So then, 
what was initially fatal experience is now metaphor - as banal as Baudrillard argues 
language can be.  To constantly discuss the Aboriginal in these terms is to play with a 
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familiar set of terms — a banal set of discourses.  The fatal Aboriginal is a banal 
image in contemporary Australia. 
However, just as these insistently fatal representations of 'authentic' Aboriginality 
constantly risk collapse into banality., concomitantly, an Aboriginal identity which is 
more similar-to than different-from white identities could prove to be more fatal 
(more dangerous, more threatening) to ideas of safe and stable white identites than 
any of the exotic 'fatal' (safely distanced) representations which have gone before.   
This can be seen in the example of Sally Morgan's book, My Place.   As Veronica 
Brady points out, books by Morgan and Ella Simon 'tell the story of people more or 
less like ourselves who have been successful in our terms and by and large accept 
what we like to think of as our values'  (Brady, unknown THE AGE MONTHLY 
REVIEW, OCTOBER YEAR???: 4).  She then makes clear the disruptive potency of 
such representations: 'it is precisely their moderation, their acceptability, which 
makes their stories so powerfully troubling...as a half-caste, [Morgan] represents what 
white society refuses to accept about itself' (Brady, FIND, SEE DETAILS ABOVE:  
4) 
To use Johnathon Dollimore's terms, this perversion (a difference which claims 
similarity to dominant cultural forms) may yet prove to be one of the most disruptive 
forms of cultural expression (Dollimore, 1991).  Other examples of such banal — 
such perverse — images can be written into a sparsely populated history.  It includes 
Wim Wenders' 1991 filmUntil the End of the World , where Ernie Dingo's private 
detective is similarly at home in a suit, and Justine Saunders plays a scientist for the 
only time in her career; and also the characters of soap operas — in Bellbird (ABC) 
in the 1960's and A Country Practice (JNP) in the 1980's Aboriginal actors appeared 
as lawyers (Bob and Rachel Maza respectively).  Indeed, in soapies, Justine Saunders' 
image seems to demand such banal roles — as a prison psychologist in Prisoner 
(Grundy); and as a judge in The Flying Doctors (Crawfords). 
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The game shows here under consideration add an interesting bulk to the paucity of 
such representation.  Ted wins a set of Monet-patterned tablewear, and a range of 
travel products including a snooze cushion and a portable hairdryer.  Ernie competes 
for the chance to win a car, a holiday, or a complete set of luggage for his home 
viewer.  The families in the Feud compete for thousands of dollars, and a selection of 
attractive household appliances.  Game shows are a wonderful venue for displaying 
the life of the bourgeoisie.  All of Australia's daily quiz shows are concerned with 
conspicuous consumption.  Aboriginal contestants on these shows are allowed to be 
bourgeois in a way which is little seen in the country. 
 
YOU ARE HERE 
 
The Cosby Show/blacks in suits 
It is at this point that the differences between American and Australian genealogies of 
blackness are most inescapable.  The point of this paper is that a banal Aboriginality 
in Australia — an Aboriginal identity which partakes of such elements of 'white' 
culture as education, wealth, and bourgeois 'taste' — is a useful addition to the range 
of black identities in Australia.  Such celebration would be out of place in writing 
about contemporary America.  For although it is difficult to find examples of middle-
class Aboriginality in Australian films and television programs, it is relatively easy to 
discover images of middle-class blackness in imported programs (both American and 
British).  The Bill,  Dangerous Curves, The Cosby Mysteries, all present such black 
identities.  They are not rare in these countries.  In fact, it may be that the situation in 
America is close to the opposite of that in Australia.  According to the account of Sut 
Jhally and Justin Lewis, a history of American television programs, in which The 
Cosby Show has a prominent place, has lead to the exchange of one set of archetypal 
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images for another.  Performing a contents analysis on American television in the 
1970's and in the 1980's, they suggest that there is no more range of black characters 
in modern American television than was the case in the past.  The difference is that, 
whereas in previous decades the vast majority of black characters were working class, 
it is now the case that a similar percentage are upper/middle class.  Jhally and Lewis 
suggest that what is happening in America is less a changing of attitudes towards 
race, than a cementing of attitudes towards class.  Middle-class blacks are now more 
respected — but their existence leads to the demonising of working class blacks.  The 
latter, as proven by the existence of the former, are obviously lazy — poor only 
because they do not want to work, lack ambition, and so on.  The middle class blacks 
'prove' that race is no longer a problem in America. 
 
Cultures of poverty 
In Australia, the  situation is different.  Representations of blatantly middle-class 
Aboriginality are still rare enough to present a useful complement to the culture of 
poverty and traditional cultures that still present the most recognisable  Australian 
representations of the Aboriginal.  The image of the middle-class Aborigine — or of 
the urban Aborigine, or of the educated Aborigine — is not one which has yet 
become familiar enough to be unproblematically regarded as Aboriginal.  There is 
certainly little danger of its over-dominance becoming a problem.  One particularly 
potent aspect of such images might involve the 'culture of poverty'.   
This term was introduced into ethnographic discourse by the anthropologist Oscar 
Lewis.  Initially formulated in relation to South American, Central American and 
Mexican communities, the term suggests simply that certain communities are kept in 
a state of poverty not by biases of structural racism; or even acts of individual racists.  
Rather, runs the theory, it is aspects of their own culture which ensure they will 
remain marginalised in capitalistic cultures:  because of their: ‘...orality, weak ego 
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structure, confusion of sexual identification, a lack of impulse control...little ability to 
defer gratification and to plan for the future...’ (Oscar Lewis, quoted in Langton, 
1981: 18).  
This idea — that aspects of Aboriginal culture are innately caught up with poverty — 
has proven very attractive to reactionary writers in Australia.  Marcia Langton traces 
the vocabulary in academic work, citing writers such as Catherine Berndt in a belief 
that it is aspects of Aboriginal culture which ‘anchor most of them...in a relatively 
low socio-economic category’ (Berndt, quoted in Langton, 1981: 17).  Ian Anderson 
finds a similar mobilisation of the idea in political arenas, quoting John Hyde (the 
executive director of the Institute of Public Affairs in 1993) in his belief that ‘a 
significant part of the cause [of Aboriginal disadvantage] may be found in Aboriginal 
culture itself’ (quoted in Anderson, 1993: 25). 
Such a position seems to be most attractive an assimilationist position, which argues 
that Aborigines will only achieve success in white terms by abandoning claims to 
Aboriginality, and accepting the white way of doing things.  As Patrick McGuinness, 
a well-known Australian bigot, suggests, ‘the problem facing many Aborigines in 
Australia is not racism at all...but the culture of poverty...Extended families, where 
relatives have the right to share the food and shelter of any successful members of the 
family, are a major barrier to individual upward mobility and escape from the culture 
of poverty’ (McGuinness, 1986: 51).  Aspects of Aboriginal culture are identified; 
and it is made clear that those Aborigines who succeed in white terms are no longer 
linked to that Aboriginal culture.  In these reactionary arguments, such an 
estrangement from the culture is not seen to be a bad thing; rather, it is (as Jhally and 
Lewis find in the American context), proof that capitalism can indeed serve everyone 
equally.  However, in the culture of poverty, as in romantic notions of the authentic 
and spiritual outback Aboriginality, it is made obvious that success in white society, 
and 'Aboriginality', are mutually exclusive terms. 
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'Accomodation' is a pejorative term 
In contemporary Australia, terms such as 'accomodation' and 'incorporation' tend only 
to be used in reationary discourses.  In a culture which has moved from ideas of 
assimilation being dominant in the 1950's to ideas of integration, finally to discourses 
to self-determinism — the use of ideas of assimilation, as still practised by a writer 
such as McGuinness, include an instruction to lose, or a charge of having lost, 
authentic identity: of being overwhelmed by the dominant culture.  However, as both 
Cowlishaw (1993) and Lattas have pointed out, it is 'naïve' (Lattas, 1993:  241) to 
think of 'resistance and incorporation as antithetical processes...that taking up one 
[culture] necessarily detracts from the other' (ibid: 241).  Lattas argues for an 
Aboriginal identity which functions in many ways within a recognisable white 
culture, but within which, specific acts (in the case of his work, drunkenness6) 
function as resistant Aboriginal practices - guaranteeing an Aboriginal identity. 
Similarly, Cowlishaw finds the binarism that sees 'resistance' and 'accomodation' as 
binary opposites to be simplistic (1993: 184).  It is wrong, she argues, to think of a 
simple choice between selling out to white culture (a banal Aboriginal identity) and 
maintaining a resistant, fatal Aboriginal identity which refuses even to engage with 
white culture.  To maintain such oppositions denies the possibility that Aboriginal 
people can engage and negotiate with white culture, while remaining in any way 
'Aboriginal'.  Aboriginal identities which are in various ways similar to white culture 
need not be any less potent, or meaningful to the individuals by whom they are 
claimed.  The difficulty is in rendering these banal cultures meaningful to the 
dominant culture. 
 
 
 
White/Black: the dangers of binarisms 
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It is also worth noting worries that simply to invert the categories involved in cultural 
taxonomies may do little to address problems with the structures themselves.  
Johnathon Dollimore refers to this debate as the 'dispute about whether the inversion 
of binary opposties subverts, or on the contrary, reinforces the order which those 
binaries uphold’ (Dollimore, 1993: 65).  The example he takes is of sexual 
perversion.  He takes two approaches to the problem:  the first a theoretical one which 
involves the invocation of canonical work.  Dollimore suggests that for Derrida, ‘a 
crucial stage in the deconstruction of binaries involves their inversion, an overturning 
which brings low what was high’ (65):  
I strongly and repeatedly insist on the necessity of the phase of reversal, which people 
have perhaps attempted too swiftly to attempt to discredit...To neglect this phase of 
reversal is to forget that the structure of the opposition is one of conflict and 
subordination and thus to pass too swiftly, without gaining any purchase against the 
former opposition, to a neutralization which in practice leaves things in their former 
state and deprives one of any way of intervening effectively (Derrida, quoted in ibid: 
65) 
 
Dollimore also presents a historical account of the potency of perversion:  of 
reconstructing the meanings of dominant binaries without stepping entirely outside 
them.  Although the situation of homosexual men and women and that of Aboriginal 
people cannot be equated as identical, Dollimore makes clear that the act of inverting 
binaries has historically proven immensely threatening to dominant orders.  Although 
it cannot be proved, it may be that promoting images of banal Aboriginality, an 
identity which is successful in white terms, but still claims an indigenous identity, 
may prove disruptive — and perverse — enough to have some impact on ways in 
which Aboriginality has traditionally been represented. 
 
Conclusion 
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When Aboriginal contestants on game shows spin wheels covered in glitter; or 
compete for the chance to guess that a 'Well-known television identity' is in fact 'Rex 
Hunt', they become part of a 'banal' entertainment in the most immediately 
recognisable sense of that word.  It is not merely the class implications of Ernie 
Dingo's suit, or the capitalistic logic upon which the game show hinges, but the very 
triviality of the whole enterprise that are so potent in this situation. 
There is an implication vaguely scandalous about the appearance of an Aboriginal 
contestant on such a trivial form of television.  As the combined weight of literally 
and metaphorically fatal histories of Aboriginal representation bear down, it seems 
quite shocking that these spiritual, unknowable creatures are involved in such a banal 
enterprise.  It is this sense of unease that produced this paper: and which represents 
the real possibilities represented by these Aboriginal contestants.  Why should 
Aboriginal contestants not be allowed to compete on these terms?  What is it about 
Aboriginality that produces such a sense of juxtaposition when an indigenous 
contestant competes for Monet-patterned tableware?  It is the opposition between the 
fatal and banal:  and game shows in Australia, bringing these two poles suddenly 
together, represent a fascinating contribution to the country's representations of its 
indigenous inhabitants.
                                                 
1  see the work of Pike and Cooper (1981).  From the narrative summaries they provide of early 
Australian films, dozens feature hostile Aboriginal tribes. 
2 as well as the proto-horror of The Last Wave, less generically ambiguous examples include The 
Howling III: the Marsupials; The Dreaming; Kadaicha; and Zomie Brigade.  (REFS) 
3 Deirdre Jordan quotes from Colin Tatz:  she points out that Senator Neville Bonner, a Queensland 
Parliamentarian who identifies as Aboriginal, had his identity challenged because he was university 
educated, and therefore not really Aboriginal:  'Once an Aboriginal person was educated...by 
definition he could no longer be an Aboriginal' (Jordan, 1985: 32) 
4see Athol Chase (1981: 23) making a similar point. 
5  as with Hollinsworth (1992); Attwood (1992); Lattas (1992); Beckett (1992) 
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6  the issue of the degree to which drunkenness can be considered a resistant political practice, and thus 
an element of Aboriginal identity, is taken up by Lattas (XXXX), Cowlishaw (XXXX), Rowse 
(XXXX) and XXXXXX 
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